Does watchdog represent interests of insurance holders?

BY STEPHEN HOBBS

Watchdog and industry groups are almost too many to count. For decades, the organization has consistently challenged companies trying to raise their prices for home and automobile coverage in the state. It uses a process created by California law that has many times forced insurers to change people less than they originally wanted. In the market, where prices are spiking and coverage is hard to find, the Department of Insurance is now considering a question that goes to the heart of the group’s work: Does Consumer Watchdog actually represent the interest of Californians?

For industry groups the answer to that question is emphatic: No. They argue the organization is using the process for its own financial gain. “I think it’s not too strong to say that insurance companies hate Consumer Watching,” said Dave Jones, who served as the state’s insurance commissioner from 2011 to 2019. “And they would rather it just go away.”

The state law at the center of the lawsuit argues that companies trying to receive the department’s approval before they can increase rates in the state. It uses a process created by California law that has many times forced insurers to change prices less than they originally wanted. In the market, where prices are spiking and coverage is hard to find, the Department of Insurance is now considering a question that goes to the heart of the group’s work: Does Consumer Watchdog actually represent the interest of Californians?
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Do Republicans’ words at RNC match their calls for unity?

Since the attempted assassinations of former President Ronald Reagan and Robert Kennedy in the 1960s, California has joined other states in enacting laws to prevent gender identity of transgender students. The signature came as tensions over the subject have reached an all-time high.

It comes as the California Attorney General’s Office is embroiled in a lawsuit with conservative-controlled California school boards that enacted a protocol, which critics call a “forced outing” policy.

The bill was a direct response to a number of conserva-
tives who have been pushing a message of unity
to Jews.

Luther Burbank High School teacher Erin Leone stands in her classroom on Monday in Sacramento. Leone experienced a racist incident during an interaction with a fellow Luther Burbank teacher.
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Teachers at Luther Burbank High School have said that their colleague who administered a biology exam that contained argumentative, and many, in-
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